
Some new augmented Box-Behnken third order  
response surface designs 

 

!   Box-Behnken designs (BBDs) are used to estimate the second order model. 

!  In the case of second order model lack of fit, it is necessary to estimate the 
third order terms. 

!  BBDs have little ability to estimate third order terms, and it is dire need to 
augment them to make them third order. 

!  Arshad, Akhtar and Gilmour (2011) augmented these designs and developed 
a list of10 Augmented Box-Behnken third order designs (ABBDs). 

!  Now the concept of doubly balanced incomplete block designs has been 
used and the list of 10 ABBDs has been extended up to 52. 

!  ABBDs have been compared with the third order designs proposed by Das 
and Narasimham (1962). 

 
 
 
 

            Hafiz Muhammad Arshad,
 
 

Pakistan Bureau of Statistics 



Some Steps towards Experimental Design for Neural Network Regression
Richard Kodzo Avuglah1, Prof. Dr. Jürgen Franke2

We discuss some first steps towards experimental design for neural network

regression which, at present, is too complex to treat fully in general.

We encounter two difficulties:
� the nonlinearity of the models together with the high parameter dimension on one

hand, and

� the common misspecification of the models on the other hand.

Regarding the first problem, we restrict our consideration to neural networks with

only one and two neurons in the hidden layer and a univariate input variable. We

present a numerical study using the concept of maximin optimal designs.

In respect of the second problem, we have a look at the effects of misspecification

on optimal experimental designs.

1KNUST, Kumasi, Ghana 2 TU Kaiserslautern, Germany
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Optimal and Sequential Design for Bridge Regression

Sarah Carnaby and Dave Woods
Southampton Statistical Sciences Research Institute, University of Southampton, UK

� Designs are considered for the class of shrinkage estimation methods
called bridge regression

→ Focus on ridge regression and the lasso

� Relationship between bridge regression and Bayesian inference

� Bayesian D-optimal design criteria

→ Primary and potential terms for the lasso

� Sequential design improvement criterion and algorithm

� Application to a screening experiment from organic chemistry



Marion Chatfield 
PhD Supervisor: Professor Steve Gilmour 
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Aspects being investigated include: 
!  Variance Estimates and Confidence Intervals (CIs)  
!  Evaluating Designs 
!  Incorporating Historical Information into Design/Analysis 

Are you interested in:  
!  designs to estimate random effects as opposed to fixed effects? 

!  analysis of such designs, especially when few levels for random effects?  

Please come and chat to me about: 

Designs for Variance Evaluation 
Focusing on Precision of  

Chemical Analysis!



ABSTRACT 
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•  Replication in Experimental designs leads to accurate estimates of the effects 

of the input variables on the response variables. 
•  Occurrence of Partial replication of experimental units requires obtaining 

some optimal replication of the units to avoid bias. 
•  Some variations of experimental runs of central composite designs in 

the presence of partial replication are compared under rotatable and 
slope rotatable designs restrictions. 

•  The optimal choice of the runs replicated are obtained theoretically for 
two factors using the A-, D- and E- optimality criteria. 

•  For each variation, the optimal values are calculated and displayed 
graphically while comparisons of the variations and results are given, 
which suggest that replicated cubes plus one star variations are better 
than one cube plus replicated stars variations. 

 
!



OutlineD-optimal designs for logistic regression models with coded variablesD-optimal designs for logistic regression models with coded variables
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Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences (Cambridge, United Kingdom)
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Designs for local weighted regression
Verity Fisher, Dave Woods and Sue Lewis

University of Southampton, United Kingdom

� Estimate a function g(x) using local
linear regression

� Use Ds-optimality to find the design
points that allow best estimation of
g(x) (see also Muller, 1996, and
Fedorov et al., 1999)

� Application to a tribology experiment
� Consider robustness to

misspecification of bandwidth

Figure: Plot of a run of the
tribology experiment with an
example locally linear smooth fit.



D-optimal designs for statistical inferences in simplex dispersion model

Mong-Na Lo Huang and Hsiang-Ling Hsu

Department of Applied Mathematics, National Sun Yat-sen University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan

The “simplex dispersion model (SD model, S−(µ, σ2))” can be utilized to model continuous proportional

data where responses are confined within (0,1). (Jørgensen (1997))

The distribution function of S−(µ, σ2):

p(y;µ, σ2) = a(y; σ2) exp{− 1

2σ2
d(y;µ)}, y ∈ C,

where a(y; σ2) = {2πσ2[y(1− y)]3)}−1/2, and d(y;µ) =
(y − µ))2

y(1− y)µ2(1− µ)2
.

For a given design ξ, the information matrix is
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where the weight function is
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1 + 3σ2[µ(xi)(1− µ(xi))]2

�−1

= 3µ(xi)(1− µ(xi)) +
1

σ2µ(xi)(1− µ(xi))
.

The numerical locally D-optimal designs with logit link function of µ and one variable can be obtained.

�W (xi) can be approximated by a rational function based on the minimax approximation method.

Example: Smithson and Verkuilen (2006)

References:

B. Jørgensen. The Theory of Dispersion Models. Chapman and Hall, London, 1997.

M. Smithson and J. Verkuilen. A better lemon squeezer? maximum-likelihood regression with beta-distribution dependent

variables. Psychological Methods, 11:54-71, 2006.
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Optimal treatment allocation and

study duration for trials with

discrete-time survival endpoints
Katarzyna Jóźwiak and Mirjam Moerbeek

Department of Methodology and Statistics
Utrecht University

k.jozwiak@uu.nl

1. Research

There are two experimental groups: control and treatment
groups, in a longitudinal trial where time is measured discretely,
but the event may occur at any time between the measurement
points.

QUESTIONS ARE:
How many participants should we recruit and
how many in each group?
How long should we observe these partici-
pants?

2. Aim

Obtaining an optimal combination of total
number of subjects, measurements and pro-
portion of subjects in one group, in such a
way that a sufficient power level is achieved
at a minimal cost or a power level is maxi-
mized for a given budget.

3. Results

( a ) τ = 3

( b ) τ = 1

( c ) τ =1/3

Designed Experiments: Recent Advances in Methods and Applications, Workshop in Cambridge, 2011



Analysis of wave dynamics in a flow cell using discrete periodic inverse 
scattering transform and phase field application mode 

! A nonlinear Fourier analysis of surface 
water waves induced in a flow cell by a 
horizontal, harmonic forcing is discussed. 

 
! We investigate how the nonlinearity of the 

waves is affected by altering the water 
depth, and the frequency of the harmonic 
forcing.  

 
! We have presented the results obtained for 

interfacial dynamics, using  Comsol phase 
field application mode. 

 



Using Block Intersection Vectors to Produce Robustness

Rankings for Different Observation Loss Scenarios

Robustness Criteria in the event of Observation Loss:

Loss of Whole Blocks −→ Relative Efficiency

Loss of up to 3 Observations −→ Relative Efficiency

Random Observation Loss −→ Vulnerability

i.e. guarding against a disconnected eventual design

Depend on block intersection vector q = (q0, q1, ..., qk ):
qg : no. of pairs of blocks intersecting in g common treatments

(New combinatorial properties . . . )

Able to distinguish between non-isomorphic BIBD(υ, b, k)s:

=⇒ Do these rankings coincide?

=⇒ Is best design for one criteria also best for other criteria?

Dr. Helen Warren (née Thornewell) LSHTM (PhD at University of Surrey)


